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FORWARD
THIS REVITALIZATION PLAN was
created by neighbors for neighbors. The
goals within the plan reflect the thoughts,
hopes and concerns of the Muskego Way
neighbors for their community. Based
on this feedback, with the help of the
Milwaukee Christian Center staff, we have
developed strategies that will help us
support these goals. These strategies are
initial ideas on how to address these goals
and are not set in stone. We encourage
our partners to share their ideas and
suggestions as we continue to develop
this document.

– MUSKEGO WAY FORWARD PROGRAM STAFF
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ABOUT US
THE MUSKEGO WAY FORWARD INITIATIVE connects residents, partners and resources
around residents’ hopes for the Muskego Way neighborhood, building on existing people and
places to strengthen the neighborhood, create opportunity and build leadership. This work is
resident-driven, staffed and supported by the Milwaukee Christian Center.
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BACKGROUND
IN OCTOBER 2014, a group of neighborhoods including
Muskego Way, Clarke Square and Historic Mitchell Street was
awarded a grant under the Building Neighborhood Capacity
Program (BNCP), a federally funded neighborhood
revitalization initiative to catalyze community-driven change.

The BNCP provided a model for c
 apacity

A resident-led advisory committee,

building and neighborhood revitalization,

Southside Neighbors Helping Neighbors

including technical assistance and financial

(SNHN), was catalytic in the initial planning

resources. The infrastructure of this program

efforts to support the BNCP. The group

supported the ability of community members

recruited volunteers, led project-based learning

and partners to engage in a resident-

opportunities for neighbors and wrote the initial

driven process to develop a comprehensive

iteration of this plan, which included shaping

revitalization plan that would respond to

a vision and identifying priorities that helped

neighbors’ needs and concerns.

advance an intergenerational framework for
community building.

The committee also determined the following set of values to drive positive
and healthy revitalization efforts within the targeted neighborhoods.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Place community and residents first.
Demonstrate sensitivity for diverse cultural and faith-based traditions.
Value collective child-raising and strong family structures.
Engage in informed problem solving.
Hold one another accountable to the work.
Build trust and relationships.
Work collaboratively.
Embrace optimism.

As leadership capacity in the initial three neighborhoods continued evolving over time and as a
response to community empowerment, the efforts of this initiative shifted to focus primarily on
Muskego Way, the heart of these neighborhoods. While continuing to build on surrounding assets
such as Historic Mitchell Street, Clarke Square and Layton Boulevard, the boundaries for this area
are recognized as a way to strengthen community development, guide funding, and develop the
priorities, goals and strategies outlined in this updated neighborhood revitalization plan.
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ORGANIZATIONAL
SUPPORT
MUSKEGO WAY FORWARD & 
MILWAUKEE CHRISTIAN CENTER

CURRENT REVITALIZATION
EFFORTS in Muskego Way are part of
a neighbors-led initiative supported by
the neighborhood group Muskego Way
Forward. This organization is staffed and
supported by local nonprofit Milwaukee
Christian Center, which is driven by the
mission to build strong neighborhoods
full of opportunity.
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In Muskego Way Forward, we connect

Our responsibility is to work with neighbors to

neighbors, partners and resources around

empower them to want to make a difference in

the community’s hopes for the Muskego Way

their community. To accomplish this, we have

neighborhood, while building on existing people

identified various strategies, including building

and places to strengthen the neighborhood

a resident-driven advisory committee, helping

through opportunity creation and leadership

neighbors find ways to solve identified quality

development. We embrace a vision of neighbors

of life issues, strengthening the capacity of

that seek to grow the confidence, support,

block watch groups and working with other near

ownership and sense of community among one

south side neighborhood agencies to help effect

another by focusing on asset-based community

positive change.

development and building on the skills of
community members. We understand that
trust, and a feeling of connectedness among
neighbors, is fundamental to advancing our
collective revitalization efforts.

Our combined commitment to increasing and
diversifying resident participation in our collective
programming enables us to work together to
strengthen future projects, events and activities,
as well as connect with neighbors throughout
our community.
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OVERVIEW
EMBEDDED IN THE HEART of the Historic Old
South Side neighborhoods of Milwaukee, Muskego
Way (from 16th Street to 27th Street and Greenfield
Avenue to Becher Street) offers a collection of history,
multicultural backgrounds and deep-seated family
values: love, communication, trust and understanding.
Historically, merchants played an integral part in the
development of the neighborhood. Often, business
owners opened their shops in the same areas in which
they lived. However, historic economic shifts played a
role in changes within the neighborhood.

Neighbors are proud of the rich diversity of

Despite community motivation to continue

the area, and often declare Muskego Way one

improving their quality of life, it is important

of the most ethnically and culturally diverse

to recognize that many residents in the

neighborhoods in Milwaukee. The population

neighborhood face disparity in both economic

is just under 75 percent Hispanic or Latino,

and educational attainment. Thirty-nine percent

and also includes Asians, African Americans,

of residents in Muskego Way live below the

Caucasians and other ethnic groups from

poverty level ($24,000 per year for a family

around the world.

of four), compared to 29 percent citywide.
For some, poverty stems from unemployment,

THE POPULATION IS ALSO
DEMOGRAPHICALLY ONE OF THE
YOUNGEST IN THE CITY, AS YOUTH
UNDER 17 ACCOUNTS FOR MORE
THAN A THIRD (36 PERCENT) OF
THE MUSKEGO WAY POPULATION,
COMPARED TO 26 PERCENT OF
THE CITY’S POPULATION.
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and for others from low wages and/or
part-time work. This economic insecurity
affects everything from neighborhood housing
conditions to transportation access (over a
quarter of residents have no vehicle available
to them).

In addition, 12 percent of people 20-64 years

Despite these challenges, Muskego Way

old in Muskego Way are unemployed and

neighbors choose to build on the assets of the

actively seeking employment (the same as for

community, including the diversity (race and

the City of Milwaukee).

ethnicity, length of residency, age) and density
of the area. We are motivated and united by the

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT IS ONE
FACTOR IN UNDERSTANDING OUR LOCAL
LABOR MARKET; AMONG RESIDENTS
18 TO 24 YEARS OF AGE IN OUR
COMMUNITY, 49 PERCENT OF MALES
AND 41 PERCENT OF FEMALES HAVE
LESS THAN A HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA
OR GED.

desire to attain a family-oriented environment,
where neighbors regularly interact with one
another, help each other and foster a healthy
community and environment for all to share
with pride.
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MUSKEGO WAY NEIGHBORHOOD:
AT-A-GLANCE
American Indian and Alaska Native |
Two or more races |

NEIGHBORHOOD
POPULATION

MEDIAN EARNINGS

RACE AND
ETHNICITY

White | 15.7%

$18,606

27TH STREET

Hispanic or
Latino | 73.7%

W GREENFIELD AVENUE

MUSKEGO
WAY

BECHER STREET
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1.5%

Black or African American |
Asian | 1.5%

16TH STREET

14,589

1.7%

6.0%

AGE
Under 17
18-24
25-34
35-54
Male

55+

Under 17
18-24
25-34
Female

35-54
55+

EDUCATION
36.3%

High school diploma/GED

51.3%

8.0%
16.5%

Bachelor’s degree or higher

4.3%

27.1%
12.1%

33.1%

High school diploma/GED

59.2%

8.3%
14.5%

Bachelor’s degree or higher

3.1%

25.3%
18.8%

Citywide

12% of people 20-64 years old in Muskego Way
are unemployed and actively seeking employment,
which is the same as for the City of Milwaukee.

Muskego Way

39% of Muskego
Way residents live
below the poverty
level, compared to
29% citywide.

* Muskego Data Analysis for Northwestern Mutual Foundation. This analysis was created in response to a
request from the Northwestern Mutual Board, based on the U.S. Census Bureau’s 2015 5-year estimates.
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ASSET MAP

MUSKEGO WAY NEIGHBORHOOD
SIXTEENTH STREET
COMMUNITY
HEALTH CENTER
JOURNEY HOUSE

W GREENFIELD AVE

W GREENFIELD AVE

PETE’S FRUIT
MARKET

ORCHARD STREET
ART ALLEY MURAL

UNION STREET
GARDEN
ST. MARTINI
LUTHERAN SCHOOL
S CESAR E CHAVEZ DR

AV
E
M

US

KE

GO

LAYTON BLVD

S 23RD ST

W LAPHAM ST

S 20TH ST

CHRIST ST. PETER’S
CHURCH AND SCHOOL

OASIS SENIOR
CENTER

SOUTHSIDE
HEALTH CENTER/
FARMER’S MARKET

W MITCHELL ST

S

REISKE PARK

ST. VINCENT
DE PAUL CHURCH

SOUTH DIVISION
HIGH SCHOOL

RAMIRO ARGUTA
MURAL

W MITCHELL ST

W MITCHELL ST

BUMBLEBEE HAVEN
COMMUNITY GARDEN
S 25TH ST

IGLESIA DE DIOS
PENTECOSTAL
MITCHELL
ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL

W BURNHAM ST

S 16TH ST

SEEDS OF HOPE

W BURNHAM ST

BUTTERFLY PARK/
MURAL

E

M

ST

RE

FO

OA
VE
EG
SM
USK

W BECHER ST

S 16TH ST

LAYTON BLVD

W BECHER ST

E

M

ST

RE

W

FO
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HO

E
AV

HO

E
AV

S 13TH ST

BOYS AND
GIRLS CLUB

ROGERS STREET
ACADEMY

S 20TH ST

W ROGERS ST

W

EL REY
FOODMART

FOREST HOME
ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL

ST. ADELBERT’S
CATHOLIC CHURCH

S CESAR E CHAVEZ DR

ST. MARTINI
LUTHERAN SCHOOL

D

SOUTH DIVISION
HIGH SCHOOL

RAMIRO ARGUTA
MURAL
W MITCHELL ST

BUMBLEBEE HAVEN
COMMUNITY GARDEN

E DIOS
STAL
S 16TH ST

HOPE

BUTTERFLY PARK/
MURAL

E

M

T
ES

EL REY
FOODMART

FOREST HOME
ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL

HO

E
AV

R

FO

SOUTH 13TH ST

W

ASSET MAP KEY

ECHER ST

S 16TH ST

ERFLY PARK/
AL

HISTORIC
CORRIDOR

MUSKEGO WAY
NEIGHBORHOOD

BUSINESS
CORRIDOR

BIKE
LANE

HOUSE OF
WORSHIP

BIKE
ROUTE

GARDEN/
GREEN SPACE

EATERY

COMMUNITY
CENTER
FRESH
PRODUCE

EY
DMART

SCHOOL
BUS ROUTE

STORE
MUSKEGO WAY
NEIGHBOORHOOD
RESIDENTIAL AREA
RESIDENTIAL
AREA
NON-RESIDENTIAL
AREA

Note: The store and eatery icons do not correspond to specific
businesses, but are used as reference points to note the various
stores/eateries near these locations.

ASSET MAP KEY
HISTORIC
CORRIDOR

MUSKEGO WAY
NEIGHBORHOOD

BUSINESS
CORRIDOR

BIKE
LANE

HOUSE OF
WORSHIP

BIKE
ROUTE
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MUSKEGO WAY

PRIORITIES

OUR PRIMARY FOCUS is putting our community
and its residents first. As part of this, we
understand that collaboration and healthy
connections between neighbors and partners is
a key component of providing a better future
to the community we love. Ultimately, working
collectively to build and cultivate relationships
through collaborative, asset-based development
will make our efforts stronger.
For neighbors to connect with, trust and depend
on each other, they need a societal infrastructure
built on community institutions and partnerships
that provide opportunities to foster community
between those of different backgrounds (races,
ethnicities, languages, ages, years of residence in
the neighborhood).
Neighbors are committed to leading by
example through the creation of opportunities
to better understand the needs of the
community. This is supported by participation in
project-based learning, which provides Muskego
Way neighbors a venue to work together and
learn more about neighborhood conditions,
while fostering relationships and building
capacity to strengthen the ongoing revitalization
process. Neighbors seek change through their
voices and actions in supporting the priorities
that guide this plan: S
 AFE NEIGHBORHOOD;
NEIGHBORHOOD DEVELOPMENT; YOUTH
EDUCATION AND ENRICHMENT; AND
HEALTHY FAMILIES.
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Muskego Way residents demonstrate
their commitment to these efforts by:

o P
 articipating in informative neighborhood
communications (lunch and learns,
social media, e-newsletters) that allow all
community stakeholders to understand
the history and diverse neighborhood
fabric of Muskego Way in order to nurture
organic partnerships with other community
organizations and maximize impact.
o P
 roviding input during discussions on
revitalization efforts, community committees
and other strategies that are helping to shape
the vision and priorities of our work in areas
such as economic and business development,
education and youth development, health and
wellness, housing, safety, security, seniors and
faith-based institutions.

o B
 uilding on their capacity as
ambassadors of a safe, clean and healthy
environment through leadership trainings
based on their own interest and skills.
o P
 roudly promoting Muskego Way
Forward projects, activities and events
that foster trust, communication,
collaboration and the recruitment of
other residents.
o A
 ctively participating in Muskego Way
Forward discussions while respecting
differing opinions, backgrounds and
culture.

The following focus areas represent identified community priorities and the corresponding
goals and strategies we have outlined for sustainable impact within Muskego Way.
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SAFE NEIGHBORHOODS
Creating peaceful streets and
a connected community

Safety is the priority
articulated most often by
residents, and one upon
which we have focused a
great deal of our attention.
While partnering with law
enforcement to address these
challenges is key, promoting
peaceful streets is not only
about combating crime, but
also about building community.
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SAFE NEIGHBORHOODS

GOAL ONE:

GOAL TWO:

Grow union among neighbors, youth, law
enforcement and community stakeholders
toward the support of a strong neighborhood.

Decrease nuisance activities and property
crime in the neighborhood.

SUPPORTING STRATEGIES
o A
 ccelerate a Neighbors’ Safety Network by
increasing neighbors’ connections through
various communication platforms to activate
Block Watch Groups.

SUPPORTING STRATEGIES
o Increase

the number of neighbors engaged in
block groups in the neighborhood.
o Increase the numbers of reported nuisance
activities and property crimes by neighbors.

o D
 esign safety awareness and crime prevention
community listening circles.

o C
 oordinate neighborhood walks to identify
blighted areas.

o O
 rganize collaborative community safety
training sessions.

o Hold leadership training sessions.

o E
 xpand community block cleanups and
beautification projects.

o Initiate crime prevention through environmental
design neighborhood initiative that promotes
methods for natural surveillance, natural access
control, territorial reinforcement
and maintenance.

GOAL THREE:

GOAL FOUR:

Reduce violent crime incidents related to
domestic and gun violence.

Coordinate safe streets for pedestrians,
bicyclists, motorists and transit riders.

SUPPORTING STRATEGIES

SUPPORTING STRATEGIES

o H
 old pop-up events to promote peace,
inclusion and creativity.

o P
 romote walking and bicycling by
offering safety education programs to the
community.

o E
 xpand partnerships to initiate a violence
prevention coalition in the neighborhood.
o Increase community policing involvement in
block groups.

o Identify infrastructure improvements and
enforcement projects for traffic calming
neighborhood.

o D
 evelop strategies to mediate conflicts, as well
as prevent retaliation and other potentially
violent situations.
o E
 xpand awareness and access to domestic
violence services.
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NEIGHBORHOOD DEVELOPMENT
Identify and secure opportunities for community
economic vitality and revitalization of spaces in which
neighbors live, work and recreate

Research indicates that beautification increases home
values and attracts new businesses to a developing
area. Additionally, beautiful spaces create community
attachment, cohesion and loyalty for a neighborhood
or city. Resident involvement in beautification
projects provides an inspirational opportunity to
connect with the community and build a sense of
ownership, pride and identity.
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NEIGHBORHOOD DEVELOPMENT

GOAL ONE:

GOAL TWO:

Support community spirit and pride.

Connect neighbors to live in a safe and
healthy environment by promoting property
improvements and revitalization.

SUPPORTING STRATEGIES
o F
 ormalize Muskego Way Forward
Neighborhood Association.

SUPPORTING STRATEGIES

o C
 ontribute to the neighborhood’s image
through the creation of public art.

o Identify

and promote safe and affordable
housing resources and programs available to
the community.

o P
 romote new opportunities for social
interaction among neighbors.

o Create a targeted investment neighborhood.

o Connect

community groups and community
partners.

o Initiate landlord group to provide support and
guidance among rental property owners.

o B
 uild neighbors’ capacity to advocate for
their neighborhood.

o Hold tenant support sessions.

GOAL THREE:

GOAL FOUR:

Provide opportunities for residents and local
businesses to reach their financial goals
and growth.

Reclaim, maintain and protect underutilized
vacant lots and properties.

SUPPORTING STRATEGIES
o Develop a neighborhood market analysis.
o Hold business resource fairs.
o F
 acilitate workshops to support
entrepreneurship and financial literacy.
o C
 reate a neighborhood directory of services
and businesses.

There are just over 5,000 units in Muskego Way. Of
these, 86 percent are occupied and 14 percent are
vacant. Of the occupied units, one-third are owner
occupied and the remaining are renter occupied.

SUPPORTING STRATEGIES
o E
 ngage residents and partners in improving
the appearance of public spaces.
o A
 ctivate vacant storefronts with creative
projects.
o Identify and transform vacant lots into
community green space as they are
available.
o Invest in parks and playgrounds.
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YOUTH EDUCATION & ENRICHMENT
Improve educational and enrichment opportunities for
youth in the neighborhood

Our work over the past several years has
shown us that the needs of young people
and their development must be core to our
work in engaging residents and developing
our neighborhoods. Based on the high
number of youth and young children in our
area, we are directing many of our efforts
at children and families with young children.
Consistent with our belief of working with
and on behalf of neighbors, addressing
youth needs and development means that
we must actively engage them in our work.
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YO U T H E D U C AT I O N & E N R I C H M E N T

GOAL ONE:

GOAL TWO:

Strengthen schools in and serving the
neighborhood.

Expand youth programs and attract youth
service organizations to the neighborhood.

SUPPORTING STRATEGIES

SUPPORTING STRATEGIES

o C
 onnect schools to resources to better serve
students and families.

o Identify community resources that allow
physical, social and mental development to
thrive among our youth.

o S
 upport schools as community hubs for
families and neighbors.
o Support

community schools in utilizing
best practices and potentially expand
the community schools model to include
additional schools serving the neighborhood.

o Connect children.
o C
 onnect youth with organizations that
encourage them to pursue post-secondary
education.

GOAL THREE:
Increase participant-driven job readiness and
youth empowerment programming.

SUPPORTING STRATEGIES

This program provides young

o C
 onnect unemployed and underemployed
young adults ages 18 to 24 with Milwaukee
Christian Center’s YouthBuild program and
similar programing.

adults with education and training
while building homes for low and
moderate income families.

o Identify youth-serving employment and
empowerment programs that cater to youthidentified employment and career goals.
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HEALTHY FAMILIES
Cultivate family wellness by supporting
physical and emotional development while
connecting parents and family members
to services and programs

We believe that strong families mirror strong
communities. Healthy families provide the foundation
for respectful, loving communities where caring and
sharing are valued, and where a sense of ownership is
established. Through our work, we have learned that
strong families are first healthy families – both physically
and emotionally. To cultivate effective community leadership,
we first need healthy mentors and role models in the home.
We are working to engage community partners to provide access
to essential parenting resources, in addition to the other strategies
outlined below.

GOAL ONE:

GOAL TWO:

Create civic engagement opportunities for
families to sustain conversations impacting
their quality of life and neighborhood.

Launch healthy living and environmental
sustainability education.

SUPPORTING STRATEGIES
o C
 oordinate and promote table-to-table
activities.
o Create

spaces for families to connect with
other members of the community.
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SUPPORTING STRATEGIES
o A
 ctivate and promote a health club in the
neighborhood.
o Promote the Mitchell Street Farmer’s Market.
o C
 onnect residents to community resources to
assist them meeting basic needs such as food,
housing, medical and other services/resources.

CONCLUSION
Our efforts during and following the BNCP process have required dedicated,
coordinated work, and have resulted in a long-term plan to support residents’ ability
to take ownership of the development of their community. We have seen neighbors
connect with each other, learning together how to use our shared power to change
our neighborhoods. The community mobilization and engagement that has resulted
through these efforts has continued to demonstrate the passion residents have for
their community, which is fueled by a desire to enact positive change.
Our neighbors are ready to forge a new path that leads to a safer, healthier, happier
south side. Yet, we cannot sustain that path on our own. We must continue to foster
a fundamentally collaborative, rather than competitive, environment between the
organizations that serve our neighborhoods. In addition, our efforts will require
more resources to creatively allocate in disinvested areas, to benefit both individual
neighborhood residents, as well as anchor agencies and area nonprofits.

KEY LEARNINGS
o O
 ur neighborhood’s greatest strength, its diversity, also poses
challenges to organizing and engagement efforts. Our Latino
population includes Mexicans, Puerto Ricans, Salvadorans,
Dominicans and perhaps others from the Latino diaspora, a
population also divided by race. These differences are not
captured by census data, which groups all Latinos together.
o T
 hrough our discussions with residents, we have also learned
that the immigration status of our neighbors and their families
can inhibit participation in community-building endeavors.
Having learned about the prevalence of this barrier, we commit
ourselves to working with neighbors and partners to identify
ways to reach those who are not comfortable attending public
meetings.
o M
 ost of our neighbors were previously disconnected from any
of the decision-making forums that define our neighborhood;
this was a moment of opportunity for us to voice our desires
and concerns. Our goal over the next several years will be to
increase the number of voices and perspectives that contribute
to our neighborhood revitalization efforts.
o P
 roviding child care, meals and translation services at meetings
and varying the times and locations of meetings can help to
address some of the challenges resident organizers face.
o R
 esourcing the work outlined in this plan is essential. Our plan
ultimately calls to the public and private sectors alike: please
join us in our neighborhood revitalization efforts. Only together
can we succeed.
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FUNDED BY

WHEN WE SPEAK WITH THE NEIGHBORS
IN OUR COMMUNITY, WE ARE HOPEFUL
AS WE ALL SHARE COMMON GOALS:
A DESIRE FOR CONNECTIVITY, A
COMMITMENT TO OUR CHILDREN AND
AN ASPIRATION FOR COLLABORATIVE
ACTION TO BETTER THE LIVES OF ALL
OF THOSE LIVING IN MUSKEGO WAY.

807 S 14TH ST MILWAUKEE, WI | 414.382.7430 | MCCWI.ORG

